
April 2019 Update
In March my P2P profile grew by an average of 0.86%. This month my highest returns were through
Bondora (1.88%), Envestio (1.36%) and Fast Invest (1.22%). There were no surprises this month.
Everything seems to be ticking along nicely. Read more

Read more

3 Mintos Alternatives You Should Know About

The Mintos marketplace for loans currently has over 250,000 loans available from more than 60
loan originators. Each of these loan originators has its own ratings, loan types, buyback guarantees,
and other various attributes. If you are new to P2P investing, all of these options can be intimidating.
Here are 3 Mintos alternatives that you should know about. Read more

Read more
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Crowdestor
Introduces Buyback

Guarantee Fund

Crowdestor has now
launched their "Buyback
Guarantee Fund", a program
to minimise risk and
safeguard return in case a
borrower defaults on their
loan obligation. The fund
consists of an initial deposit
of € 50,000 by Crowdestor,
and will receive regular
contributions of 1-2% of
each project funded on the
platform. Read more

Read more

New Fast Invest
Website Launched

Fast Invest has redeveloped
their website to create a
more user-friendly
experience. The new
platform has been
developed to be easy to
navigate and engaging, with
new features including:
Business Accounts, Refer a
Friend Referral System, Auto
Invest v2.0, Export functions,
Statistics module and
Updated Security. Read more

Read more

Grupeer Introduces
Collateral Loan

Protection

Grupeer has introduced a
new type of protection to
their loans - collateral loan
protection. Collateral loan
protection means that a loan
is fully covered by property
or other assets that a
borrower offers for security.
In addition to the buyback
guarantee, this new security
protects the loan (and your
investment). Look for loans
with an umbrella. Read more

Read more
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Kuetzal Referral
Bonus Announced

The newest European P2P
Platform Kuetzal has
launched its referral program
to new investors. The
program allows new
investors to receive a bonus
€ 10 and higher rates of
interest. All referrals are
calculated and paid out
automatically. What this
means for a new investor: If
you register using this link
and enter SPRING2019 in
the promo code during...
Read more

Read more

Grupeer Sorts Out Its
Deposit Issues

Those that have tried to
send money through to
Grupeer in the last couple of
weeks may have faced
issues with deposits
reaching the platform. The
Problem The problem isn't
fully specified, but we do
know some details. Grupeer
swapped payment systems
at the start of March 2019.
They entered into an
agreement with ONPEX Bank
to combine with their …
Read more

Read more

Mintos Announces
Continuous Referral
Program

Mintos has recently
announced that its "Refer a
Friend" bonus program will
now run continuously. The
"refer a friend" program
offers between € 10 and €
1000 for each new investor
that joins Mintos using a
referral code. The bonus will
be applied to both the new
investor, as well as the
referring investor. Please
note: Mintos pay out the …
Read more

Read more
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